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Mads Floor Andersen has, over a decade, developed a performance language
of recycling, risk, breakage, destruction, ruins and being ‘response-able’* to his
surroundings. He particularly explores the intimate relationship between body
and environment and how they shape and affect each other.

He primarily engages with the local and personal processes he works and lives
within. Thus each work is experimental and open-ended - creating an unfolding
dialogue between his body and his surroundings. Hence each work has its own
specific constallation, while simultaneously touching upon social and
ecological thoughts, theories and practices

*Term coined by Donna Haraway





Performance Series





‘[the task is] to cultivate and invent the arts of living with and for damaged worlds in place,
[…] as and for those living and dying in ruined places.’
-Donna J. Haraway

‘The permanence of experienced unity is not only impossible, it is aesthetically undesirable;
for art requires the challenge of tension and disruptive novelty and rhythmic struggle of
achievement and breakdown of order’
-Shusterman on Deway in Kagan’s Art and Sustainability

‘Mosaic’ explores the ‘unfinished, ongoing practice of living in the ruins’ (Anna Tsing), to
contest the complex assemblage of a singular image. By creating fractured bodies out of
ruins, embracing multi-corporeality and symbiotic identities Mosaic investigates how
concepts such as cultures, home, territories, security, environment and identity are temporary
structures; how they are constantly shifted and shaped by its social, political and
environmental milieu. Mosaic thus leans into the transformative consequence of change and
encourage fragmentation over time, as a way of integrating and adapting to a world in
motion.

Mosaic



Mosaic #6 - Festival Nasuti 201 8





Left: Mosaic #1 - Co-2, Skopje 201 7

Right: Mosaic #4 - Performance Train,
Prague 201 8





Left: Mosaic #3 - 'Don't turn the light on' by Precart, Copenhagen 201 8

Right: Mosaic #2 - International Performance Art Festival Copenhagen body landscapes,
Copenhagen 201 8



Breath/Break is a series of work that carries a destructive element to it or as people have
described it: self-destructive. One part of the series is an attempt to deal with a set notions of
self and the social tendency of singularising, territorialising and separation, such as identity,
nationalism, career and ideas. In opposition I seek to highlight images made of diversity,
fragility, temporality and unfolding processes. Thus breaking is about destroying fixed
notions, which lies within our social tendencies and myself, yet it is also a destruction, which
encourages transformation and processes of heterogenesis* as nothing is lost, only because
it looses its form.

*Heterogenesity is an expression of desire, of becoming that is always in the process of
adapting, transforming and modifying itself, in relation to its environment.’ (Felix Guattari)

Breath/Break





Previous page: Breath/Break #6 - Nomadic Arts Festival , Bratislava 201 6

Left and right: Breath/Break #3 - Live Art and Performance Group, Ocford 201 5







Breathe in – exhale. Breathe out -inhale. A selfish

act – a personal moment -, broken. . .



Selected Performance Work





I chained myself to the divider of a road, for an uncertain time, to endure the noise, smell, dirt and life on
the streets of Kolkota.

The noise was constant and particles of dust went into my eyes. On the other side a little girl, around 3,
pulled her trousers down and pooped into the sewer. A brother and sister played next to the cars as if it
was a playground. Shops, cars, trams, washed clothes out hanging, dusts, dogs and people moving in a
constant flow.

Post-performance reflection

The performance, however, took a very different turn. What I intended to be a slow endurance of sinking
into the place (or be disrupted by the space), changed due to the police intervening. It started off with one
policeman, who found it difficult to understand my intentions and that I, of my own wish, confined myself
to this place. He claimed I was not free, despite it was a free choice I had taken. The peculiarity in him
telling me I was not free, when I felt I was… though suddenly there was not one policeman, but six, seven,
I’m not sure - plus the entire street of people gathering around me, blocking the street. It was a catharsis
of people having an opinion about the situation. Some people gathered on the other side of the street, one
man smiling at me, someone behind me shouting at me – a real mix of curiousity, feelings of insult,
policemen with good caring intentions and other with anger and frustration. Some supporting the police
without knowing what was going on, others looking and some supporting me (without really knowing what
I was doing). They finally managed to brake the chain, when they understood I did not have the key and
brought me to the police station for a statement.

Stuck in Places
at Kalkota International Performance Art Festival 201 7





The aim is to use the medium of a sofa, to get to know an area and create a meeting point for
dialogue between people, while offering a relaxed place to sit, a biscuit and a chat. The sofa
became a spectacle that interrupted the everyday and gave the public an opportunity to pause
and get to know strangers and the town in which they live. As part of the act people were also
invited to write on the sofa, as a way to mark our meeting. Thus the sofa transformed into a
map of our meetings - celebrating the meeting as a moment in a specific time and place.

There have been three installments in:

So fa So good in Aberfal, Falmouth (with Fanny Frohnmeyer and Paul White)
So fa So good na Šanci, Bratislava (Performed by Milan Hudek and Július Glass)
SOFA - State of Fluid Art, Copenhagen (with David Sebastian Lopez Restrepo)

So Fa So Good

Right: So fa So good in Aberfal
Next page left: So fa So good na Šanci

Next page right: SOFA - State of Fluid Art









Cumulator was a performance project by James King, in which I participated as an artist and
performer. It took place over twelve months. In January 1 performer would explore materials
and space for 1 hour, in February 2 performers would do the same, in a different space with
differencet materials, for 2 hours etc. until December. I participated in the April and in the
November editions.

Cumulator 4 and 1 1

Right: Cumulator 1 1 at Void Gallery, Lonond/Derryl
Next page: Cumulator 4, Public Space, Berlin









Our body represents our memory, identity, and cultural net.In this performance the body will
be be used as a tool for comprehending the issue of disappearance in Latin America. For a
long time, disappearing people been a strategic psychological weapon, adopted by violent
actors. The aim is to construct a collective memory based on absence, pain and fear.
Thousands of Latin-American families are looking for their sons, cousins, fathers, who have
gone missing without trace or reason.

Performed as part of ‘Day of the Death’ at VerdensKulturCentret , Copenhagen 201 6

Disappearances
collaboration with David Sebastian Lopez Restrepo









Walking through San Lorenzo’s streets in silence – letting the city quarter make the noise. My
mouth full of colourful strings, once carried by the spectators. Collecting rubbish, walking
with rubbish. Interacting with my surroundings and what I have collected, before I throw
everything into a trash bin.

Performed as part of Nomadic Arts Festival at Galleria 291 Est, Rome 201 5

Linear when you think of it,
but not when you think back at it







An encounter is perhaps the same thing as a becoming […] You encounter
people (and sometimes without knowing them or ever having seen them)
but also movements, ideas, events, entities. […]

-Gilles Deleuze and Claire Parnet in Dialogue



It was 36 hour performance, where I attempted to make home in the backyard of the Arts
Department, Ulster University, Belfast. It was an act of listening and create a dialogue with the
site; leaning into the processes already existing there and explore the ecological relationship
between my body, site, the rubbish and visiting audiences. It was an act of encountering my
own fragility in a transforming world.

It was part of Belfast International Festival of Performance Art (BIFPA).
Curated by Brian Connolly.

acts of home-making in a fucked-up world









24h:Bristol was a drift through the city; a walk with the River Avon. Floating like the river and
quietly marking my territory and presence, before vanishing slowly with rain and weather. At
low tide, early in the morning, I collected mud from the River Avon and carried it through the
city, leaving my handprints with the mud. 24 hours and two cycles of high and low tides later, I
returned the remaining mud back into the river.

It was performed in 201 2

24h:Bristol





Mads Floor Andersen has presented his work internationally, such as at Belfast
International Festival of Performance Art (BIFPA), Macau International
Performance Art Fetival, 20th Open Festival for Performance Art (China),
Transart Communication (Hungary), Kalkota International Performance Art
Festival (KIPAF), LAPSody (Helsinki), Month of Performance Art Berlin (MPA-B),
International Festival of Performance Arts Copenhagen and many others.

In parallel to his solo work he also founded Nomadic Arts Festival and worked
as an executive producer on Transart Communication 30. He is simultaneously
an active core member of the artist-led collective Tracing the Pathway.





For more information about each work and photgraphers, please visit
madsfloorandersen.com




